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^^Bus Stop," a comedy about 
love and loneliness, will be 
pfcseoted by Theatre Am 
Department at CSUSB Feb. 27-28' 
and March 1, 5-8. 
Written by William Inge in 
'955, "Bus Stop" is concerned 
"with a group of people temporarily 
stranded in a sniall cafe when a bus 
becomes snowbound. The play 
was made into a major motion 
picture starring Marilyn Monroe 
and Don Murray. 
"Inge is probably one of our 
better, but less appreciated 
American playwrights, in 
comparison with Tennessee 
Williams or Arthur Miller," 
commented Dr. William Slout, 
professor of theatre arts and 
director of the production. "He 
most often wrote about being 
isdated, loneliness and the need 
for love. 
"The focus is on a nightclub singer 
of little ability and a Montana 
cowboy who owns hisowiUBadfc**. 
- Another thread of the plot 
concerns a lonely restaurant 
proprietor who takes an 
opportunity to have a relationship 
with the bus driver. There also is a 
story line on a jaded professor who 
likes to pick up young women. 
"It is a very moving and funny 
theatre and I am quite pleased with 
the balance of the cast and their 
ability to carry the roles." 
Members of the cast include 
Marvin Riggins of Blythe; Dagmar 
Handlos and Michele Smith of 
Crestline Deborah Mathews of 
Rialto; Lonnie La Pointe, David 
Pavao and Lance Rossi of San 
Bernardino; and St^hen Steele of 
Yucaipa. Peter Hughes of 
Redlands will serve as stage 
manager. 
A .-f'- - r -V' WBtiFvieuanftKaWM 
a 'Bus Stop is a comedy 
about love, loneliness and 
people getting together..." 
"However, *Bus Stop' is a 
comedy about love, loneliness and 
pet^le getting together. It is a 
comedy of substance rather than 
j the light-hearted ilk usually 
'• issodated with Neil Simon." 
"The play is a character study of 
several people who are forced 
together by the condition of the 
roads. We learn about their 
idationships with each other, the 
need to find themselves, their 
ability to love and the inherent 
resistance to giving oneself to 
another," explained Dr. Slout 
The winter production replaces 
the originally scheduled debut of a 
former student's work "Halley's 
Comet." 
All performances of "Bus Stop" 
will begin at 8:15 p.m. in the 
University Theatre, located in the 
Creative Arts Building. 
Tickets are $5 general 
admission and $2.50 for students 
and senior citizens. Reservations 
may be made by calling the 
Theatre Arts Department at 887-
7452 between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
Monday-Friday. 
1 
L 
"^Bus Stop** stars (L to R) David Pauao, Debra 
Mathews, and Lon  ^LaPointe wfll perform akmg 
with the rest of the cast Feb. 27-28 and March 1,5-8. 
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Vohmteen Needed 
The Escape Program, whidi 
provides . weekend outings 
primarily for students, is in need of 
vcdunteers to serve as advises for 
trips planned fcv spring quartos. 
Posons would not be paid, but 
would receive free admissicMi to 
the events. Upcoming activities 
include trips to the downtown 
Los Angelo garmoit district and 
Catalina Island, a Laker's game 
and otbo sports evmts, and a 
special "college night" at 
[>i8ne^and, sdiich wffi feature a 
discount admissicm Mardi 14. 
Those interested should contact 
Joe Long (Recreatiooal Sports) at 
Ext 7564 or Sandy Wdser 
(Special Events) at Ext 7943. 
WoBMn's History Week 
Cal State's Organization for 
Coflege Women is sponsoring a 
week of events celebrating 
National Womn's History Wedc 
from Monday, March 3 through 
Saturday, Ma^ 8, 1986 in the 
Student Unitxi Multi-Purpose 
Room at California State 
University, San Bernardino. 
Speakers are scheduled from 
12K)0 to 1K)0 P.M. and include 
Mayor Evlyn Wflcox, City Clerk, 
Shauna Clark,' Wilmer Carter, Dr. 
Judith Rymer, Dr. Dorothy 
Mettee, and Susan Reddy Butler. 
The Community is urged to 
attend and admission is free. 
Fm fiirther infmnation, contact 
Lee Ann Oveistreet at 82(M)272. 
Teacher Interview Workshop 
Prospective teachos can get the 
inside track oa interviewing for a 
job with the local schools by 
attending a Teacher Interviewing 
Workshop from 3-5 p.m., 
Thursday, F^. 27 in the Lowo 
Cmnmons. [>r. Dan King, director 
of certificated personnel for the 
San Bernardino City Unified 
Schod District, will discuss what 
persoimel managers look fx in an 
interview, what questions are 
asked and what causes him to 
remembx a candidate He will 
conduct two or three mock 
intxview situatitns and answer 
questitm Mcne info, is availade 
firmn Lynn Moss at die Placement 
Colter, Ext 7551. 
Choir/Chamber Concert 
The Concert Choir and 
Chamber Singers will perform at 
8:15 p.m., Sunday Maidi2 in the 
Recital 1^ Under the direction 
of Dr. Loren Filbeck, the concert 
choir win sing Mendelssohn's 
"Christus," an uncompleted 
oratcaio written in 1745 and 
"Toward an Unknown R^ion" 
by Ralph Vaughan Williams. The 
cfaambo singers will perform 
several Renaissance madrigals, 
similar to those that wfll be 
featured at the Renaissance dinner 
March 13-15. Ticlmts for the 
March 2 concert are $3 general 
admission and SI JO fix students. 
World Bank Fights Hunger 
by Melissa K McDowell 
What can a bank do for the 
world's hungry such as the people 
d Africa? The World Bank, 
owned by 148 couutries, is doing 
plenty. 
The World Bank directs its 
loans to the poorest countries ctf 
the developing world with the idea 
of promoting economic 
development. The bank's goal is to 
have such countries become 
independent, able to afford food. 
education and medical care. 
The bank, created following the 
end of World War 11, initially 
consisted of just one body. Known 
as the International Bank fix 
Reconstruction and Development, 
it provided loans at near market 
rates. 
In the intervening years two 
other bodies have been added: the 
International Development 
Association, which provides loans 
to the poorest devlopment 
also wxks to make other 
commercial businesses as well as 
governments aware of the needs of 
countries such as the famine 
stricken Africa. 
An example of the benefits of 
the World Bank's efforts can be 
seen in • the so-called Green 
Revdution in India. In order to 
help India produce more food, the 
bank supported the introductixi 
of high yielding strains of wheat 
developed by researchers in 
$100 Prize 
The Theatre Festival for Young 
Audiences, sponsored by the 
Theatre Arts Department, is 
offering a $100 prize fix a festival 
logo. This 1(^ will be used in 
advertiang and wiU be printed on 
T-shirts and buttons. The logo 
should express the nature of the 
festival, which is the entertainment 
of children, and should contain the 
name "Theatre Festival for Young 
Audiences". If you have any 
questions, contact Susie Gordon 
X Tami Silvx in the Theatre Arts 
E>epartment, X7452. All entries 
must be received by Mardi 13. 
The award wiD be made March 
14. 
CSUSB Anuy ROTC 
The Army ROTC Coyote 
Battalion meets every wedne^y 
at 6:30 AM in the student service 
center atrium for physical training. 
Students interested in ROTC 
should contact Cpt Heynen in SS-
124 or caU 887-9545. 
Tax Forms In Library 
The 1986 federal income tax 
forms are available at the reference 
desk in the Library. In additixi, 
several other state and federal tax 
forms are availaUe at the refxeoce 
desk fix photocopying. 
countries, and the International 
Finance Corporation, which 
promotes the growth of private 
enterprise in developing countries. 
With a staff of roughly 6,000 
people recruited from some 100 
countries and an annual lending 
program of about $15 billion, the 
World Bank is today the world's 
largest development agency. 
Along with providing financial 
resources, technical assistance and 
coot on pg. 7 
DO YOU QUALIFY FOR HONORS? 
by Jackie Wilson 
If your have performed 
outstandingly in academic 
sutgects, your adiievement will be 
recognized in the following ways. 
To be i^ace on the Dean's Li^ 
undergraduate students who 
complete 15 or more units for 
which the letter grades of A 
through D were received, in 
addition to earning a 3.5 or above 
in any regular academic term will 
be i^aced on the Dean's List For 
the Dean's Letter of Recoimition, 
any full-time undergraduate 
stu^t meeting the preceding 
requirements and earning a 4J) in 
any r^ular academic term wfll 
receive a special reception from 
the appropriate dean. To recdve 
the Presidential Letter of 
Recognition, any full-time 
undeigraduate student earning a 
4.0 in three consecutive r^ular 
academic terms will receive this 
letter of recognition. 
Individual departments grant 
departmental honors to students 
sieving academic excellence in 
that fidd. The requirements to be 
met in order to earn honors are 
specified by the respective 
(kpartments. 
To be considered for University 
Honors at Commencement, 
students must have completed at 
least 45 units of work for which 
the letter grades of A through D 
were received. University Honors 
at Commencement are granted in 
three cat^ ories: Higher Hooors 
are awarded to students with a 3.9 
overall GPA x above in all work 
taken at this University. Hi^ 
Honors are awarded to those with 
an overall GPA of 3.75 or above in 
all work taken at this University. 
Honors are awarded to studxtts 
with an overall GPA of 3.50 or 
above for which letter grades were 
received. ^ 
Computer Fair Wednesday 
Computer porducts of the 
Zoiith Data Systons Corporaticm 
will be on display from 10 a.!n. tc 
2 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 26 in the 
Eucalyptus Room of the Lower 
Commons. Interested faculty, staff 
and students may inspect the 
equipment, much of which can be 
purchased at a significant Hismimt 
at a later time. 
Assoc. of Hispanic Faculty and 
Staff at CSUSB 
The Assodatixi o( Hiqauuc 
Faculty and Staff is offering three 
$100 scholarships fx the 1986-87 
academic year to currently xud-
led students with a grade p(^ 
average of at least 23. An^ 
cations are availaUe in the 
Financial Aid Office. An>ly now • 
- the deadline is April 1,1986. 
UFO RESEARCH 
For anyone wanting copies of 
up to 600 de-classified documents 
for small donations, write ta Fund 
for UFO Research, P O. Box 277. 
Mount Rainier. Md. 20712 or 
Send for a publication about 
government UFO cover-up: 
"Qear Intent" by George Fawcett 
& Barry Greenwood, Prentice-
Hall Publishmg. Inc. N.Y., N.Y. 
The world 
is waiting. 
Bean 
student. 
International Youth 
Excha^e, a Presidential 
Initiative for peace, sends 
teenagers like you to live 
abroad with host families. 
Go to new schools. Make 
new friends. 
If you're between 15 
and 19 and want to help 
bring our world together, 
send for information. 
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE 
Pueblo, Colorado SIOO^K 
The International Youth Exchange. 
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Importani Information ARE YOU TAKING ADVANTAGE 
OF THESE SERVICES? 
by Shana McLean 
During the academic year, 
tvyy full-time student on this 
'riimpiK pays $20 in Associated 
Student fees. What is this money 
devoted to? As with all other 
campus' A.S. fees, the money is 
used in numerous ways benefit­
ting the student body. Just a few of 
these services can be recreational 
and social activities, student dubs, 
transportation services, and 
student publications. As a test of 
your campus awareness and to 
iisure you the maximum use of 
your A.S. fees, see if you are using, 
or would like to use, any of the 
following student services: 
;scape Program 
Need to get away from it all? 
"brough the Escape program, you 
nd your friends can watdi 
rtiales, Ukers, Kings, or Mickey 
ilouse. How about a canoe trip ot 
I relaxing hot tub? While partio-
Mtnts pay discount rates, A.S. 
jrovides the front money to buy 
kkets at group rates and put 
deposits on trips. Check at the 
Student Union for details. 
lELAC 
Many times a research projed 
piUs for more information than is 
found in our own Pfiiu Library. 
Fortunately, the Inland Empire 
Academic Library Coopcrative, 
guaranteed by Associated 
Students, allows students to 
borrow books from UC Riverside, 
University of Redlans, and 18 
other academic libraries. This 
service is expedally beneficial for 
graduate students. 
Emergency Loan Fund 
Have you ever had an 
emergency and needed money, 
fast? Thanks for A.S., students are 
able to borrow up to $120 for sudi 
finanriai emergencies as buying 
books, paying fees, or taldng care 
of rent In ten years, A.S. has 
donated $20,000 to the 
Emergency Loan Fund. The 
Financial Aid Office has all the 
details. 
Committee For Chibs 
In 1985-86, Associated 
Students allocated $2000 for uw 
by the Committee for Clubs in 
binding numerous on-campus 
dubs and o^anizatkms. Clubs 
such as Accounting, Marketing, 
Skiing, BSU, and Mecha exist and 
grow with the help of A.S. 
Students who are interested in 
these particular fields are aUe to 
learn more about their 
organization, gain experience, 
raise money, and have fun, toa 
Wide-screen TV 
Do you remember the Space 
Shuttle's very first landing 
Edward's Air Force Base? Many 
students at CSUSB were able to 
cheer the shuttle down as t^ 
viewed the landing on the wido-
screen TV located in the Pub. 
Associated Students has furnished 
the TV for students to see video 
programs, super bowls, world 
series, or mid-^y soap operas. As 
a relaxing interlude to a busy day, 
go on in to the Pub and sec what's 
on the tube! 
ii 
services, A.S. also supports the 
newspaper you are currratly 
reading, the Children's Center, sld 
rental and camping equipment, 
publicity for dubs, a^ many 
more services. So pay attenticxi to 
this information and any 
informatioo to follow; you may be 
quizzed later... 
Students in die pub relax wUfe watching A,S.'b wide- screen TV. 
Black History Round Table Dim:* BxvMUM ^ 
"CivU Rights From A Black 
Perspective" 
The second in a two-part panel 
discussion of dvil rights issues will 
be held at noon, Thursday, Feb. 27 
at CSUSB as part of the 
university's observance of Black 
History Month. 
"The Civil Rights Movement 
from a Black Perspective" will be 
addressed in an open forum in the 
university's Student Union Multi­
purpose Room. The event is free 
and open to the public 
The session will be moderated 
by Dr. Mildred Henry, assistant 
professor of education at Cal State. 
She brings to the discussion her 
experience as a Black woman who 
lived in the south during 
segr^ation. A Fontana resident. 
Dr. Henry joined Cal StiUe in 
1983. 
Other panelists include Ann 
Rhodes, supervisor of the 
Community Services Department 
for the city of San Bernardino. She 
is a member of the Natinal Council 
of Negro Women and the League 
of Women Voters. A past 
president of the San Bernardino 
branch of the NAACP, she 
remains active with the civil rights 
group. 
Maurice Roberson is former 
vice chair of the Riverside mayor's 
Youth Advisory Council and the 
intercity program director of the 
Riverside County YMCA. He has 
lectured on Black literature at San 
Bernardino Valley CoU^ and 
served as the colly's first human 
relations coordinator. 
Alonza Thompstm of San 
Bernardino has been active in 
many civil rights activities, 
including des^regation of the 
community's restaurants. He is 
treasurer of the Westside Action 
Group and chaired the city's Black 
History parade, which was held 
Feb. 1. 
Dr. LeMar Foster is a San 
Bernardino pastor who worked 
personally with Dr. Martin Luther 
King. He seiYes on the board of 
directors of the Boys Club and is a 
member of the San Bernardino 
Kiwanis. 
The panel discussion fdlows a 
Feb. 20 forum addressing similar 
issues from a non-Black 
perspective. Both events have been 
sponsored by the university's 
Intellectual Ltfe Committee. 
I 
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I % 
You aim high In your profession. You 
demand excellence In your performance 
and the environment In which you work. 
You take pride In providing key nursing 
skills, accepting responsibility and 
meeting the challenge. 
If this description characterizes your 
outlook on the nursing profession, the 
U.S. Air Force has the career 
opportunities you've been looking for. The 
Air Force recognizes the contributions of 
Its nursing staff with the most up-to-date 
benefits available. Whether It be the 
opportunity for advanced education, 
specialization and flight nursing or the 
opportunity to develop management and 
leadership skills as an Air Force officer, 
nurses enjoy high flying benefits and top 
rewards Including: 
• excellent starting salary 
• complete medical and dentaf care 
• 30 days of vacation each year - with pay 
• the numerous benefits of the Air Force 
lifestyle 
• the opportunity to serve your country 
Ready to let your nursing career soar? 
Conlsct TSgt Lorrle Crinklsw 
1881 Commercenter East, #222 
SHI Barnardino. CA 92408 
(714) 383-5683. collect 
Do you need MONEY for collie? 
SCHOLARSHIP FINDERS 
Can Help! 
4 billion $ available every year. 
Over 100 million not used. 
CALL 881-2269, John Chvilicek 
(leave message) 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL 
MM 
Men's Basketball Closes Out Season 
Cal State Univosity, San 
Baiiardino*s men's baskettMll 
team, 10-14 as of last Tuesday, 
and riding a five-game win streak, 
dosed out its season last week as 
thqr played two games. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 8 
pjiL, the Coyotes hosted the La 
Verne University Leopards. 
Earlier this year. Cat State posted a 
79-68 victory over La Verne. In hs 
final game d the season on 
Saturday, Feb. 22, Cal State 
travded to La Jolla for a ccmtest 
with the UC, San Di^ Tritons. 
TqK)ff was set for 7:30 p.m. The 
two teams met on Cal State's court 
in late January with the Tritons 
drfrating the Coyotes, 95-76. 
Cal State posted two vict(mes 
two weda ago to extend its team 
recmd win streak to five. For the 
second time this year Cal State 
defeated Ooddentai on Fd). 12. 
Enroute to the 78-66 victmy, Cal 
State's five starters scored in 
douUe figures. Juniw^ forward 
Edwin Wimby (New Orleans, 
Iii^)erial Valley <X) topped Cal 
State scorers with 19 while Reid 
Bums (senior, San Diego), Gr^ 
Bujcmvsky (fieshman. Mission 
Viejo), Jeff Ames (senior, 
Placeatia) ard Mike Jadoon 
(senior, San Bernardino) scored 
15,15,11, and 10 respectivdy. 
Against Whittier College, 
Edwin Wimby's 32 point 
performance set a new angle game 
scoring record. The old mark of 29 
points was hdd by Coyote 
Jcff Amcs. Wimby also 
grabbed 11 rebounds to pace Cal 
State and Mike Jadcson pulled 
down 10 boards. Ames added 24 
pcmits in the winning effort idiile 
Biqnovsky roistered a season high 
20 pdnts. 
On the year, Ames is the 
Coyotes' top scorer with 16.5 
pcwts pa game. He is diooting 
86.2% (119 of 138) from the free 
throw line. Wimby and Bums 
average 13.7 and 11.6 points per ' 
game req>ectively. Jadcson and 
Wiml^ 1^ the rebounders with 
6.5 per game fa Jadcson and 5.7 
for Wimby. 
Cal State set a single game 
attendance record as 396 fans 
were on hand to see Cal State 
defeat Whittier Coll^ as ^ of 
Cal Stale's homecoming activities. 
Coyote Quick Facts 
Name .: ......Ca' State.San Bernardino 
Address 55C0 University Parkway 
Bernardino, OA 92407 Location 
Er>r,viimer.< . T . . . .  . 7 .  6 . 5 0 0 '  
Colors : Light Blue ano Brown 
Nickname .7! Coyotes 
University President ; . . . .  A n t h o n y  H .  E v a n s  
Director of Athletics \ Dr . nald Pnce 
Sports Information Director \ • 2 Bennett 
Athletic Department Secretary . •,.. • • • Cr^olyn Smits 
Athletic Department Phone i. .".?7.(714; 857-7560 
Ven's Basketball Coach .. ..... Jim Ducey 
Men's Basketball phone ... .(714) 880-7901 
V/omen's Basketball Coach....... .. Jo Anne Biy 
Women s Basketball phone... .-i,. J.n;.. .(714. 880-7900 
Conference A^nilatlon Independent 
National At<''iation i NCAA Division III 
TEST 
YOUR 
STRENGTH 
QUITTING. IT COULD BE 
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE. 
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Cal State's Women's Basketball 
team wrapped up their 1986 
seaaon last Sabirday, Cillii^ to Cal 
State Stamslaus by a score of 52> 
75. However, the team showed a 
dramatic turnaround this season, 
aMling widi a final lecmd of 17-9, 
as of^xieed to last year's 4-20 
record. 
TENNIS GOLF TOURNAMENT 
Only one match was on tap for 
Cal State's tennis team last week as 
the men's team played the 
University of Redlands on 
Tuesday, Fd>. 18 at Redlands. 
The men's team had two 
matches rained out two weeks ago. 
Contests with Azusa Pacific and 
Pomraa-PhzCT win be resdied-
nled. 
Cal State's women's team was 
aide to get its only scheduled 
match of the week played 11. 
The Lady Coyotes defeated 
NCAA Division II opponent 
Chapman CoDege, 8-1, and 
pugheA its season record to 3-1, 
equaOing last year's season win 
total 
DlNINCc? . 
LOUNGE 
Dancing & 
Romancing 
Cal State's golf team b^an 
tournament play last wedc as they 
idayed in the Pac Interccdkgiate 
Tournament and the Gary Sandrn 
Memorial Tournament Seems 
and placements were unavailable 
at press time 
The PacIntercoDegiate, hosted 
by Cal State FuQerton, was a 36 
h^ event hdd on Wednesday, 
F^. 19 atMt View CC.The54 
hcde Gary Sanders Memorial 
Tournament was played at the Los 
Angeles Nationgl CC on Monday 
and Tuesday, Feb. 24-25. 
The Coyotes^ dieir record 
standiiv 3-3 as last Tuesday, 
lost both matches of a double dud 
with Point Loma and UC, San 
Di^ on Fdt 10. Cal State scored 
426 while Point Loma tallied 403 
to UCSD'8405. CSUSB evenedils 
record at 3-3 on Fdt 14 as they 
edged Cbanman CoOege405-406. 
Junior Gary Oeachle was ^ 
State's top golfer in both matches, 
shooting a 2 over par 74 agaimt 
Point Loma and UCSD, and 
posted a 2 par over 70 against 
Chapman College. 
Last week Coach Greg Price 
commented on bis team's 
performance so fer. ''Our team is 
not piayiiv iq> to its pototial yet; 
we have a ooiq)le of indhriduali 
that are playing very weB, Gary 
Oeadnle is averagiiig 75.25 
strokes while John La Roae (a 
junior) is averagiiig 78.86," saM 
Price. •Tegmning this we^ the 
team wffl get vahnUe toumament 
experience against some very good 
teams. There will be NCAA 
Division 1, n> and in teams at die 
tournaments; hopefuDy we wfll 
finidi in middeoftheDivisioa 
m teuDi," be added. 
7NITESAWEEK 
10 BARS 
3 DANCE FLOORS' 
3 DISC JOCKEYS 
2 GIANT VIDEO 
SCREENS 
LIVE BANDS 
CAPACITY 2ND 
TO NONE 
8 P M. TILL 2 A.M. 
R- '  CHOICE OF — 
LIVE 
ROCK & ROLL 
NEW WAVE 
MUSIC 
or LOUNGE 
"ALL UNDER—'  
1 ROOF 
"THE FINEST IN  THE INLAND EMPIRE'  
5714MISSLBNBLVB. 
MISSION PLftZA SHOPPING CtNTtR 
- RiV£RSlDE,CA 
CRAZY CONTESTS 
• CASH PRIZES 
FULL SERVICE 
RESTAURANT 
RELAXING 
LOUNGE 
16 A OVER 
INVITED 
^82-3322 
DATE 
March 
3 
4 
5 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS SCHEDULE 
ACnVITY TIME 
" A " Baaketba 8KI0 pmL 
Co-Recreadoiial Vdeybal 8K)0 p.m. 
" A " Baaketba 2:30 p.m. 
" B " baafcetbaB 2:30 p.m. 
Co-Recreadonal VoOeyball .3d)0-5KN) p.nL 
RccreatfcMial Temiia & RacqoetbaB 10:00-2:00 p.iiL 
Open Recreatkm IdlO-f JO p.iii. 
Open Recreation l.*00-5H)0 p.m. 
SPORT-X 
body fitness 
WEIGHTLIFTING EQUIP­
MENT BELOW RETAIL 
PRICESL 
A WEIOER DISTRIBUTOR 
I091) OFF WITH THIS AD 
•VERNON L. OTERO 
(714) 887-9534 
Fcbniwy 2^ 1966 THECHROMCLE 
NAME THAT FACE 
CONTEST! 
And win FOUR FREE 
passes  to  the  AMC 
ComercenterUllUl 
Simply enter your guess for our mystery face 
in the blank form below. Entries must be 
received by The Chronicle (under the door is 
fine) no later than noon on Friday, Feb. 28. A 
winner will be selected by random drawing and 
announced in The Chronicle's next issue. 
Why, that's easy! I know that face. 
It's: 
My name is 
I can be reached at 
STUDENT • FACULTY 
DISCOUNT 
AMIGA 512 Computer 
with 
MONITOR! 
LIMITED OFFER! 
GETYOUR HANDS ONTHE MOST 
TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED 
PERSONAL COMPUTER IN ITS CLASS. 
ANT) A LEG UP ON THE COMPETiTlON. 
THE AMIGA PI-KSONAl. COMPUIER. 
UNSPEAKAULY ADVANCED. 
UTTERLY AFIORDAULE. 
buoineffff solutions of rodlonds 
147Redlaodsmall . 798^4937 ^KRedlands.Cfl 92373 (7l4) f/O •t/J/ 
Lj«I — 
a im 
OAflNG€ 
ecu : : 
iRiOCRNDS 
1 r^Rii 
: 
m / 
Financing Available / 
the laughter, 
he levers, 
he friends, 
he fights, 
the talk, 
the hurt 
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Retirement of James Urata 
by Jackie Wilson 
This July, the university will 
lose a man who has been 
instrumental in its planning and 
growth. This man is Mr. James H. 
Urata. This July, he i^ans to retire 
after almo^ 23 years of service to 
Cal State. 
Mr. Urata presently holds the 
position of director of 
admini^ative af^rs and director 
of plant operations. The plant 
operations position has been 
posted and will be filled about 
April 1 as a fuU-time position. 
Urata has held that position since 
August 1963 and has been 
responsible for the plannii^ and 
construction of buildings, space 
utilization planning and facilities 
usage. 
James Urata became a part of 
the Cal State staff in 1963 as 
building program coordinator and 
helped develop the Master Plan for 
Cal State and construction of its 
initial facilities. In June of 1982, 
he became acting dean (executive) 
and in 1983, the director of 
administrative affairs. 
Mr. Urata has spoken to 
numerous groups about his 
experience as one of the many 
Japanese Americans placed in 
relocation camps during WWII. 
In the U.S. Army, he served as an 
interpreter widi the Military 
Intelligence Language Service. 
Asked why he decided to retire 
after 23 years, he said that he 
wanted to see places he had never 
seen and devote time to his 
FREE Ob. 
Tuck away the best protection against 
accidents. 
When you first switched from pads to tampons, you probably used an applicator 
brand. Because mom did. Or your older sister. Or your best friend. 
Now you know a lot more about yourself. And youVe ready to choose a tampon 
that's right for your lifestyle. 
Try o.b. It's designed to simplify your life. 
o.b. is simply the best protection against accidents. That's because o.b. was 
designed by a woman gynecologist who understood your needs, o.b Tampons expand 
gently as your flow demands to keep you protected and worry-free. 
And you can hide o.b. in your pocket or tiniest purse/ o.b. is all protec­
tion, without the applicator. So here's nothing bulky to carry around and 
nothing to throw away. It's so simple! 
o.b.® TAMPONS FREE SAMPLE MAIL-IN CERTIFICATE 
HURRVbefore this offer expires. Send for your FREE sample 
of ab. Tampons regular absorbency. Simply fill out the Infor­
mation below and mail It to the address indicated. 
It 
Simplifies 
Your 
Life. 
NAME:. AGEL 
ADDRESS:. 
CITY: 
JVPT:. 
.STATE:. .ZIP:. 
I My current brand is 
Your sample will be delivered in an unmarked envelope. 
MAIL TO: O.B. TAMPONS FREE SAMPLE OFFER 
P.O. 80X8502 
CUTON, lA 52736 
AH premoAooa) costs poM Dy 
monufocturer. Limti one 
son^ per name and 
oddiess. No group or organ­
ization request iwfti be Iwv 
ored. This certllicote moy not 
be inecbonicQiiy reproduced 
end mu&r occompony your 
onMr. Otter not ovoilobie 
outside tite U.S. Void where 
taxed, probibited or oiner-
wise tettricted. onet expires 
MtarehSI. 1986. Requests 
postnKuked oRer Uotcti 31.1966 wIN not be hon­
ored. AHow8-10 weelis dewrety. 
hobbies while he still had his 
health. Upon his retirement, be 
and his ^e plan to travel the 
United States extensively. He 
would especially like to travel to 
those states west of California. He 
and his family will continue to 
reside in San Bernardino and 
remain active in the community. 
Mr. Urata currently serves on tte 
City Water CommissioiL the San 
Bernardino Community Hospital 
Corporate Board and is president 
of the San Bernardino Community 
Scholarship Association. 
Mr. Urata sees a bright future 
for the university in terms of 
expansion. He commented that 
"We are now in the position to 
accomodate for the rapid growth 
of the institution.** During the next 
few months, planning will 
continue on the proposed 
administration building which be 
has contributed a hand to. The 
proposed building wfll be 22,000 
square feet and bouse 103 offices, 
also containing the School of 
Education and the School of 
Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
The location will be between the 
library, administration building 
and the physical sciences building. 
Cost will exceed SI 2 miUicm 
dollars. 
Mr. Urata remarked on his 
lengthly career here at Cal State 
raying **1*^ enjoyed being a put 
of a growing institution and I am 
looking forward to greater thinp 
for Cal State. This has been a 
tremendous experience for me. It*s 
been a privil^e working under 
some very fine supervisors from 
Mr. Pfau to Mr. Evans.** Mr Urata 
will be very much missed by all 
cont/from pf. 2 
policy advice, the WtKld Bank 
Mexico. Specifically, the bank 
used its resources to help the 
country create an agricultural 
research organization, devdop a 
better food marketing system as 
well as establish seed companies. 
The Woild Bank hopes to see 
the same success in Africa as in 
India. The Green Revolution 
started over 20 years ago, and the 
progress made is encouraging. In 
1965, India was the world's 
second largest importer of food in 
the world. To^y it is self-
sufficient 
The World Bank's approaches 
to the African i»oblem include 
helping to rediape national 
policies in a way that ensures 
greater food production. 
For example, the Bank supports 
reforms that remove aitifidally 
low prices for food, which, in turn, 
will persuade farmers to inorase 
producti<». 
Unfortunately, the World Bank 
is running into Africa*s (Hoblenis 
that are not confined to 
mismanaged economies and crisis. 
Low international commodity 
prices and fickle weather are 
difficulties the bank, as well as 
others, must still work to 
overcome. 
/• 
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DearMable: 
1 am married (with DO children) 
and a student lU Cat State. I was 
not aUe to cmitinue my educatkm 
immediately after 1^ school 
because finanrial problems. I 
fed lucky to be able to pick up 
where I left o£ My marriage is a 
happy one accept my husband 
doem*t want me to go to scbod, as 
wdl as, work. I know the obvious 
solutioo is to stop working but I 
can't affoidd to not wcvk. 
I have DO diildrai and wcHiId be 
stir-crazy with all the free time! 
How can I convince my husband 
to let me do both? 
Hating Soap Operas 
Dear Soap Opera: 
Show your hudMnd you can do 
it ami Pi^iare your husband a 
romantic dinner fcH- two at least 
once a week. This wiD make him 
realize he is as important as your 
work and schoc^ Basically, try to 
use your "together tune" with him 
m(ve effectively and memorably. 
See bow that works and keep me 
posted! 
MaMe 
Dear Mable: 
My love life stinks. Everytime I 
like a guy, it seems as if he's 
moving out of the country, gay, or 
engaged to be married. I'm over 21 
and Fve neva had a boyfriend 
What's wnmg with me? I'm ncM 
u0y, I diess well, I dmi'tsmdland 
I brush my teeth twice a day. How 
come guys never pick iq) on me? 
Helpleas 
Dear Helpleas: 
It seems to me that guys are 
picking up on you. However, they 
are not the ri^t men, being gay, 
engaged ot h^y mobile. You 
should look at thoM encounters as 
compliments and realize you are 
being noticed by rata. Try not to 
get discouraged and have 
conftdence in yourseff Until you 
feel good about yoursd^ how can 
you expect others to fed good 
about you? 
MhUe 
Dear MaMe: 
Ever since my (now)x-best 
friend joined a sorority she's 
become, pardon my language, a 
bitdi. All she cares about is 
sorority life. It seems as though she 
has no trouble i^icuing family, old 
friends, and evm school wmk. 
Will ^ go on forever? What 
should I do? Drop her, or stick it 
out? 
S^Ded, 
Fed Up & POed 
I need your advice. There's a 
ymmg lady I know and it seems 
she's playing head games, uncon­
sciously or not We had dated for 
about two months. She broke a 
date that she insisted we go on. 
While she was with her friends, we 
had minitnfll ccmtact She ihea 
kept asking me why I wasn't 
seeing her. She assumed that I lost 
interest in her, so when I try 
talking with her, she dams up. 
Now she's dating someone in the 
dorms. Dear Abbey thinks she's 
madly in love with me, but doesn't 
know what to do about it Mable, I 
need a second opinion. 
Confused 
Dear Fed Up: 
The best advice anyone can give 
you is to communicate. Tell your 
friend exactly how you are feeling, 
how you see her, bow she is 
treating you and others. Explain to 
her your concern is for her well-
being and reputation. If she is 
unreceptive, tten you will at least 
know you tried to save your 
friendship. But don't give up 
without one last ^rt 
MaMe 
Dear Coofhaed: 
The (^nnion of my sometimes 
sagad(His colleague, Abbey, seems 
to be a bit misguided A person 
who is "madly in love" with some­
one does not usually date another, 
t i tfam to to her sweetie. But 
just in case there is a chance for the 
two of you, why don't you try 
writing her a letter. If SIK won't 
speak to you in person, she might 
respond to a sincerely written 
expression of your true feelings. 
BeUeve it or not, I've had 
trouble dismissing my emotions 
one-OD-one. Letters, for me, have 
been extremely helpful Besides, it 
will give you a chance to purge 
yourself of this problem. If she 
answers your letter, great. 
Communication lines were estab­
lished and the problem may be 
resolved If she dedines reqx)nse, 
weU then she has missed out on a 
relationship with a caring 
individual 
MaMe 
Dear MaMe: 
I have a friend with an 
extremdy bad temper and a foul 
mouth. She's usu^y fun to be 
around, but she can bt like Jekyl 
and Hyde. I want to be her friend, 
but bow much abuse can I put up 
with? I've even called the polk» 
several times in fear of my health? 
What should I do? 
Signed, 
Quivering in the cmner. 
Dear Quivering: 
If you fed frightened enough to 
have called the police on several 
occaaons, this person needs help. 
Try and tell him or her about tte 
benefits of the Counseling Center 
on campus. It is free to Cal StiUe 
students. Be careful not to upset or 
offend this person and be in a 
public place. Good Ludc 
MaMe 
To wnte to "DeaFMaMe' 
drop your letters off at the 
Chronicle office. Althou^ 
"Dear Mable" sometimes offers 
helpful advice, responses are not 
the wm'k of a professional and 
do not necessarily represent the 
views of the Chronicle. 
Your College Degree Can 
Mean a Great Future For You 
in the Air Force 
The Air Force has openings now for college graduates. 
Your bachelor's degree could qualify you for exciting and 
challenging positions like pilot, aircraft navigator, air 
weapons control officer, or missile launch officer. In 
addition, there's excellent pay, 30 days of vacation with 
pay each year, graduate educational opportunities, 
complete medical and dental care, and more. An exciting, 
challenging experience is waiting for you as an Air Force 
officer. Find out how you can put your degree to work in 
the Air Force. 
Contact: 
MSgt Roger Sherman 
10155 Westminster Ave. 
Garden Grove, CA 92643 
(714) 530-5222 Collect Calls Accepted 
f 
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MEETINGS 
"Uni Phi Club meets from 1 lam-Noon in 
the S.U. Senate Chambers 
-Cal State Organization for College 
Women meets from Noon-lpm in Jhe 
Student Unftm Serrate Cfra 
-Baha'i Club, meets from l-2pm in S.U. 
room "B" 
-The Services To Students with 
Disabilities Advisory-. Committee meats 
from 2-3pm rn S.U. room "A" 
-Delta Sigma Phi meets from 6-9pm in 
the S.U. Senate Chambers 
-Philosophy Students Meeting is from 7-
9pm in S.U. rooms "A" & "B" 
DRAMA 
"CSUSB University Theatre Presents 
"Bus Stop" at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are 
$2.50 for students, $5.00 for general 
admission. 
SPORTS/LEISURE 
"Woodpusher's Anonymous meets for 
chess from 7:3D-Midnight, S.U. rooms 
"A" & "B" 
DISCUSSION 
-"Discovering Your Leadership Skills" 
(Part II) with Dean of Students Dr. Peter 
Wilson. From 2-4 p.m. in the S.U. Senate 
Chambers 
MEETINGS 
-Committee for Clubs meets from 8:30-
10am in the S.U. Senate Chambers 
"A.S. Referendum Task Force meets from 
nam-12:3Dpm in the S.U. Senate 
Chambers 
-Black Student Union meets from Noon-
lpm in S.U. room "B" 
"Campus Crusade for Christ meets from 
7-8:30pm in CA-139 
DRAMA 
-CSUSB University Theatre Presents 
"Bus Stop" at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are 
$2.50 for students, $5.00 for general 
admission 
SPORTS/LEISURE 
wgitnurai 
outooor co'urts 
"Intramural Basketball starts at 2:3Dpm, 
GYM 
-A.S. Dance from 9pm-lam, SUMP 
"Toastmasters Club meets from Noon-
lpm in the S.U. Senate Chambers 
-Latter-Day Saints Student Association 
meets from Noon-lpm in PL-212 
"Finance Association meets from Noon-. 
1pm in C-2D5 
SPORTS/LEISURE 
"The Gym will be open for recreation from 
l-5pm 
DRAMA-
"CSUSB University Theatre Presents 
"Bus Stop" at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are 
$2.50 for students, $5.00 general 
admission 
LITURGY 
"Newman Club Mass from 1 lam-Noon in 
the Pine Room (C-1251 
SPORTS/LEISURE 
"The Gym will be open for recreation from 
l-5pm 
mOMBM 
MEETINGS 
"Cal State Organization for College 
Women celebrates Women's History 
Week from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. in the 
SUMP 
p.m. in the S.U. S^iiate Chambers 
-S.U. Expansion Committee meets from 
4-5 p.m. in the S,U. Senate Chambers 
"Public Administration Association meets 
from 5-6 p.m. in the S.U. Senate 
Chambers — 
"Sigma Chi Omicron meets from 6-8pm in 
the S.U. Senate Chambers 
"Alpha Phi meets from 6-9pm tn the 
SUMP 
SPORTS/LEISURE 
"Intramural " A " Basketball at 2:30 & 
8:DD p.m., GYM 
MEETINGS 
-Special Events Committee meets from 
8:30-9:3Dam in the S.U. Senate 
Chambers 
-A>S. Board of Directors meets from 
1 Dam-Noon in the S.U. Senate Chambers 
"Cal State Organization for College 
Women Celebrates Women's History 
Week from 11:30 8.m.-l:30 p.m. in the 
SUMP 
"Commission on the Status of Women 
meets from 2-3:30 p.m. in the Eucalyptus 
Room |C-103| 
-Accounting /^sociatton Executive Board 
meets from 4-5 p.m. in the S.U. Senate 
Chambers 
MEETINGS 
"Cal State Organization for College 
Women Celebrates Women's History 
Week from lh30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. in-the 
-Latter-Day Saints Student Association 
meets from Noon-lpm in PL-212 
"Information Management Association 
meets from Noon-lpm in S.U. room "A" 
"Marketing Association meets from 
Noon-1 p.m. in the Pine Room (C-125) 
"M.E.Ch.A. meets from 1-2pm in S.U. 
room "B" 
"Newman Club meets from 1 -2pm in S.U. 
room "A" 
-Greek Council meets from 3:30-5pm in 
S.U. rooms "A" & "B" 
DRAMA 
"CSUSB University Theatre Presents 
"Bus Stop" at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are 
$2.50 for students, $6.D0 for general 
admission 
SPORTS/LEISURE 
"Intramural Badminton starts at 10:15 
a.m., GYM 
"Intramural " A " Basketball starts at 
3:30 p.m.. GYM 
School, Money, Life 
all too much? Come to 
t he  s t ude n t  he a l t h  
center for free stress 
management skills. Call 
887-7^1 for info. 
AM/PM Typing, Computerized 
editing. Shirley Uwis 887-3527 3/12 
Experienced TypUt: All types of 
assignments, quickly. Reasonable & 
accurate. Call Cyndy Roberts at 
883-5267. 3/12. 
Professional Typing: Neat, 
accurate, timely & reasonable. IBM 
Selectric, Mrs. Vincent 882-5398. 
3/12 
Prcdesskmal Typing and now 
word processing available. Excel­
lent quality, accurate & timely. Call 
Pam of Expert Typing Service at 
882-6502. 3/12. 
Typiim & Eesiune Sendee: Ex­
perienced APA & 1^1 formats. 
Theses, papers. Susan Watts. 
882-7022. 3/12. 
Brenda's Typing Service: All 
your college papers. Accurate & 
dependable. ReasonaUe rates. Day 
or night. 886-3726. 3/12. 
Experienced Typist, call 886-2509 
between 10 & 2, 884-5198 other 
times. Mrs. Smith. 3/12 
Typing Service Near Cal State. 
Term papers, resumes, letters, misc. 
Call Cvnthia, 887-5931. 6/4 
Research Problems? All levels, 
all areas. Foreign students welcome! 
Thesis counseling alsoavailable. Dr. 
Arnold, 213477-8474 114 pm. 4/16. 
FOR SALE: 1980 Ford Mustang, 
excellent condititm, low mileage. 
Call 593^11. 
For Sale: Rossignol 160s skis, Dana-
Fit size 51/2 boots & ski poles. Price 
negot. Call Valerie or Scott 886-0238. 
3/5 
FtN- Sale: Roland RS09 string/organ 
synthesizer. X lent condition. 
Desperately seeking buyer. $300. 
Steve 682-3304. 3/5 
For Sale: 76 Toyota truck. X lent 
condition. New tirfe, engine, battery 
& seats. $2200 (OBO). Even more 
desperate to sell, Steve 682-3304.3/5 
Name Broker. Seeking intern­
ships? Attention marketing, graphic 
art & psychology majors. (I've got 
that list you need to send your 
resumes to.) Ask for Steve. 682-3304. 
Need Mature Individual 
Immediately: With data process­
ing/key punching experienceon IBM 
36 system to work Sun.-Thurs. 24-30 
hrs./wk. eves. Salary n^t. Carson 
Medical Mgmt, Inc. Call Timothy or 
Beverly 881-2585. 3/5 
The fdlowing part-time jobs are 
available at the time the Chronicle 
goes to press, however, we cannot 
guarantee that they will still be 
available at the time the newspaper 
is read. Additional jobscome in every 
day and are posted daily, so check the 
part-time job board in the Career 
Planning and Placement Center, SS-
116. 
Photo Model: Female student who 
is 18 to 28 years of age is needed to 
work as a photographic model for 
pOTtraits and fashion on afternoons 
and weekends. The pay will depend 
on previous experience as a model. 
•61 
Child Care Worken Student with 
experience caring for children is 
needed to care for children while 
their parents are m group counseling 
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 
5:45 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. The job is in 
Grand Terrace and the pay is $4.50 -
$5.00 per hour. *58 
Telephone Marketing Re* 
preaentative: Aggressive and 
professional person is needed who 
has excellent communication skills 
to do outside and inside sales. 
Position . also involves phone 
soliating and pays at a base rate 
with commission at 8%. Experience 
is helpful but not required. *60 
Assistant Swim Coach: Student 
with WSI badge and some experience 
in coaching swimming is needed to 
coach for competitiveswimmingtwo 
hours a day on Monday through 
Friday from 5;00pm-7;00pm in 
Grand Terrace. Position pays up to 
$500 a month depending on 
experience. *57 
• Unlimited co-ed aerobics 
• Computerized Lifecycies 
• Saunas & jacuzzis 
• Free weights/Oiympic bars 
SAN BERNARDINO 
1275 E. Highland Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
(714) 881-1773 
• Super lines of Nautilus equipment 
• Full lockered shower facilities 
• Guaranteed annuai renewal 
• Membership vaiid at aii EE! locations 
i '  
RAPE CRISIS SERVICE Local: 882-5291 Couhty: ZEnith 7-5291 
•'1 
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Local performer Kirby 
Garrett will be bringing his 
"sing-along" style of music to 
the Cal State, San Bernar­
dino pub tonight. 
Garrett, who will be at the 
pub from 9-11 pm, is making 
his return engagement as a 
part of the Student Union's 
efforts at bringing local 
entertainment to the pub. 
Garrett will be performing 
such old favorites as "Bad 
Moon Rising", "Light My 
Fire", and "Take It Easy". 
So don't be a "Herb" -
come to the Pub for a night of 
singing along to some oldies 
but goodies! 
Want a trip 
tolfewaiir 
Let's see your 
rear end. 
If it's got an In-N-Out Bumpersticker on it; you're 
half way there. Because the 6th Annual In-N-Out 
Bumpersticker Sweepstakes is on! 
Just head on over to In-N-Out, grab a bumpersticker, 
put it on your car, and tell your smiling server to sign 
 ^ We' 11 be giving away up to 70 Hawaiian holidays for 
two, including airfare and 6 nights at a great hotel. 
Complete contest rules and entry bumperstickers are 
• yours for the asking. So if you want to win a trip to 
Hawaii, get your rear 
in gear. 
kKaiionh 
"ANTI-
OSCARS" 
by John Purcell 
Let's get right into my special 
awards of the worst in filmmaking 
this past year—the Anti-Oscars. 
We might as well start off by 
giving Sylvester Stallone all of the 
awards he has worked so 
dilligently to earn. Here's the list 
Worst direction, Rocky IV; Worst 
acting. Rocky IV; a special award 
for single-handedly starting the 
most ridiculous-and at the same 
time most profitable—trend in 
Hollywood, the mindless, 
senseless, brutal, more-dead-
bodies-than-you-can-count film, 
Rambo; First Blood Part II; Best 
contribution toward maintaining 
high tensions between the U.S. and 
U.S.S.R., Rocky IV and Rambo-
Can you imagine Stallone as our 
ambassador to the Geneva Peace 
Talks?—and worst case of 
nepotism in filmmaking, (last year 
he would have gotten this one for 
allowing his equally untalented 
brother Frank to do a song for the 
Staying Alive sountrack,) this yew 
he gets it for casting his wife Brigit 
Neilson-of Red Sonja infamy-in 
Rocky IV. Last and certainly least, 
let us not forget the award for 
worst film of 1985, Rocky IV. 
If Stallone ever wants to be 
respected as an actor he should try 
playing someone who is a rational 
thinking human being. If he just 
wants to make money he doesn't 
need any advice from me. 
The award for worst actress 
gc s to Sigoumey Weaver for her 
lack of performance in Volunteers, 
the comedy that gathered the best 
collection of names in 1985 but 
still wasn't funny. I'd like to see 
Sigoumey play a serious role. She 
did a gocd job in Ghostbusters and 
there must be a script out there for 
her with a good character. 
The soundtrack that came 
closest to driving me insane, 
though it was from one of the 
year's best films, was Agnes of 
God. 
The five worst fil"" of 1985 
were; 
1. Rocl^ IV 
2.National Lampoon's 
Vacation 
3. Volunteers 
4. Weird Science 
5. The Terminator 
JLrizona Competition 
For Forensics Team 
by John Purcell 
At a recent Western Speech 
Communications Association 
Convention held in Tucson, 
Arizona, CSUSB was represented 
by members of the Coyote 
Forensics team. 
Entered in the Junior Varsity 
division of debate were John 
Schaefer and Steve Kemp. 
According to Dr. Fred Jandt, who 
was present at the ccmvention, the 
competition was extremely keen 
with schools being represented by 
their strongest teams. 
Kemp and Schaefer posted a 2-
4 record but came out of the 
toiunament with insights into this 
semester's debate topio-whethw or 
not membership in the United 
Nations is beneficial to the U.S.— 
that should improve their 
performance in upcoming 
tournaments. Said Kemp, "we saw 
some of the best competition at 
this tournament and well benefit 
from it" 
Kemp and Schaefer, along with 
other members of the Coyote 
debate team, will represent 
CSUSB at two back-to-back 
tournaments. The first will be at 
CSU Fresno from Feb. 21-23 and 
the second will take place at Biola 
University in La Marada on Feb. 
28 and March 1. 
FOR SALE! 
Vector Graphic Model 2600 with 
two capacity floppy disk drives 630K 
each, CP/M, Wordprocessing, Spread­
sheet, Accounting Software, etc. 
Minimum Bid $600 
Vector Graphic Model 4 with one 
5M fixed disk and one high capacity 
floppy disk drive, CP/M, Wordproces­
sing, Spreadsheet, Database software, 
etc. Software includes dBase II. 
Minimum Bid $900 
Computers may be inspected in the 
CSUSB Bookstore. Contact Bookstore 
for details, 887-7515 
12. Fcbrnuy 26,19W IHECmumKUE 
Dr. Doane Writes on Changes 
A Delta Sigma 
Phi Car Wash 
by Cherrlyn Eller 
Thinking about changing yoUT 
majof? You're in good company. 
Like Dr. Margaret Doane, 
associate {Hofessor of English, here 
on our campus. She received her 
B.A. in Social-Psydidogy, but 
went on to get her Ph.D. in 
English. 
Why the change? Or is there 
actually a connection between the 
two? Dr. Doane found that 
"English offered more opportunity 
to put things into action." She 
fou^ her study of Soda-
Psychdogy to be mostly theory, 
Whereas English provided 
situations for putting theory into 
action. She integrated her 
background of Sodal Psychology 
with English in doing her Ph.D. 
dissertation, which she wrote on 
the nature of evil and innocence in 
erne of Robert Browning's works. 
She has written articles about 
Browning and about her favorite 
author Willa Gather. Again, there 
is an integration in Dr. Doane's 
background studies. Her interest in 
these two authors generates from 
the way they deal with the 
narrative voice. That is, both 
Browning and Gather assume the 
same thii^ about their main 
characters. Their characters are 
kept from self-knowledge and 
became calloused toward others; 
their diaracters build constructs 
which keep them from self-
knowledge. 
When asked bow she felt about 
the psychology of Willa Gather -
that everything costs - Dr. Doane 
said, "I hope not!" Rather she 
believes it is possible to have 
different intensities at different 
times; that one aspect of life does 
not have to be gained at the loss of 
everything else. 
Though Dr. Doane made a 
change in her area of studies, she 
had always had teaching as her 
goal. At first, because she was 
quiet and shy, she lacked 
confidence about it But the award 
last year for the Most Outstanding 
Teacher at GSUSB showed her 
goal was well directed. It isagoal 
that continues, as she would like to 
be remembered for her teaching 
and for "seeing students as 
pec^le." Her goal to teach and 
her concern for students is not 
limited to our campus. One of her 
outside interests is teaching skills 
to "bag ladies" here in San 
Bernardino. 
In addition to her interests in 
teaching and students, she is 
currently involved with the 
writings May Stewart Doane, 
an author of children's literature 
about pioneering in Wyoming. 
This interest stems in la.ge part 
from the feet that this author was 
the grandmother of Dr. Doane. 
Her grandmother's writings were 
weU accepted when published and 
Dr. Doane would like to bring 
them into more prominence. 
Dr. Doane is an enthusiastic 
teacher with a great sense of 
humor who considers her students 
to be her friends. If you are 
thinking of changing your major -
why not try an English class with 
Dr. Doane. Go for it!! 
Elrona Lawrence 
Something exdting is going on 
at Gal State, San Bemardino...a 
force greater than mere mortals 
can comiveheod. It's l^mdary, 
yd easy to gnisp...tnu]itional, yd 
as modm as Jim McMahcm. Are 
we keq>ing it a secret? Of course 
not!! Ifs Delta Sigma Phi!!! 
Yes folks, once again, Ddta 
Sigma Phi has invaded the tranquil 
pages of The Ghronicle to Id you 
know of the events and 
hai^)oungs going on lately. And 
are we busy? Gan we talk hd^ 
Last weekend saw a hearty baixl of 
Delta Sigs hrading ovd to a party 
held by UGR's Kaj^ Alpha 
fraternity—followed Saturday 
night a barbecue/party thrown 
for the active members by our first-
class pledges. Busy? You mi^t 
say—tmt hey, ifs fiinll 
In feet, Saturday, Maidi 1 wiH 
see Ddta Sig bold^ a car wadi 
on the COTner of Sierra and 40tfa 
(at the Utticm 76 station)from 
9 a.m.-3 p.m. So come c« over-
and gd a state-of-the-art washing 
of your fevorite vehide for a mere 
$2! And while you're there, find 
out a little more about Delta Sig-
the leader in Goyote spirit 
Meetings are Thursdays in the 
Senate dtambers at 6 p.m., and 
well mOTe than likdy have 
somethii^ gmng on every week. 
Take a look at Delta Sig-and 
take advantage this special 
offer...You wcm't gd a Ronco 
"Tmnato Twaddler", and you 
won't gd a free combinaticm 
toenail-trimmer/pidde sheer—but 
you will gd a college experience 
and a feeling of Ivothdfaood that 
will last you a lifidime. 
So check into Delta Sigma Phi-
the fraternity that bokUy goes 
where no fratonity has gone 
before. 
C_:anYOu 
afford to garnde 
with the LSAX GMAX 
GREprMCAT? 
Probably not. Stanley H. 
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil- . 
lion students prepare for their 
grad school exams. So if you 
need a refresher class, or even if 
you're fresh out of college, 
call. Why take a chance 
with your career? 
KAPLAN 
StANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
The woiid's leading 
test prep organization. 
MROILINO NOW! v>si' us ai our ce'"^er 
iliSS Vtouiitoin Vre.-. Ave #!fli -C^a 
Linda CA 9235A :• ran us aovS eve­
nings Of weei<ei'ics .'u' phone - urroer 
i714]_796;37^. 
C3US/^  
FOR SALE! 
One Vector Graphic Computer 
Complete system with software. Vector Graphic 
Model 2600 with two high capacity floppy disc 
drives - 630K each, CP/M, Wordprocessing, Spread­
sheet, Accounting Software, etc. 
Minimum Bid $600 
One Sound Cover & Stand for TI 810 
Printer 
Minimum Bid $200 
One Texas Instrument Printer Model 
Model 8100 
Minimum Bid $Make Offer 
Please send bids in a sealed envelope plainly marked 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT BID addressed to: 
Foundation for CSUSB, 5500 University Pkwy, San 
Berdo, C A 92407. Bids will be opened at 2 pm on March 
10, 1986. In case of a tie, the bid with the earliest 
postmark wins. Computer may be inspected in the 
CSCSB Bookstore. 
INC. 
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YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT UFOs 
Continued From Last 
Week's Issue 
A second F-4 was launched, and 
when he came within 25 nautical 
miles of the object, the object 
b^an to move away at the same 
rate of speed as the jet, staying 25 
nautical miles away. He had 
acquired a radar lock-on and the 
blip was the size of Boeing 707. It 
was extremely bright, so no shape 
could be seen, but it did appear to 
have several flashing strobe-like 
lights that flashed so rapidly that 
they appeared to be visible 
simultaneously. They were 
arranged in a rectangular patterns 
and were in alternating blue, 
green, red and orange colors. Later 
a second objea appeared to 
emerge from the first and shot 
strait toward the F-4. The pilot 
attempted to fire a missile in self-
defense, but his weapons control 
and communication lost power 
the instant he hit the "fire" button. 
He made a hard evasive turn. The 
original object "fell in trail" about 
3-4 nautic^ miles and the second' 
object cut to the inside of the F-4's 
turn and returned to the original 
otgect and accomplished a 
"perfect rejoin". 
The point of revealing all these 
specific examples to you is that 
these are just a small sampling of 
the laige amount of evidence that 
Robert Hastings had to present on 
the evenii^ of Nov. 7, which in 
itself was only a drop in the bucket 
compared to the huge amount of 
information concerning UFOs 
that the U.S. government still has 
damped under a tight lid of 
secrecy. Around the world, 
espedally in the NATO countries, 
a similar policy of secrecy about 
UFOs is maintained Only Brazil 
and Argentina seem to be at least a 
little more open about it, where 
numerous reports of sightings have 
been released for public scrutiny. 
This leads to Robert Hasting's 
whole reason for his research and 
lecturing on the government's 
cover-up of UFOs-it is urgent that 
the government discontinue its 
policies of UFO secrecy and 
public debunking. While the vast 
majority of reported sightings do 
turn out to be man-made aircraft, 
natural phenomena, or deliberate 
hoaxes, the remaining 5-10% still 
add up to an enormous number of 
unexplainable phenomena that 
have accumulate over the years 
and that have caused obvious 
concern at the highest levels of the 
U.S. intelligence community, as 
Bring down the cost 
of your education. 
C-
The Zenith Z-138 
Transportable PC 
The Zenith Z-148 PC 
COMPUTER FAIR 
February 26, 1986 
10AMto2PM 
COMMONS BLDG. 
EUCALYPTUS ROOM 
LOWER LEVEL 
Portable Z-171PC 
FEATURING: 
• Z-171 14 lb. LCD portable, dual 5 1/4" 
drives, fully PC compatible. 
• Z-200 IBM POAT compatible 
80286 microprocessor. 
• Z-158 IBM PC/XT compatible, up 
to 6 open expansion slots. 
Fast 4-8. MHZ. Clock switch. 
•Z-148 Entry level. PC compatible, 
4-8 MHZ switch. 
• Z-138 Transportable, built-in CRT. 
For Additional Informatioix 
Contact; (213) 540-8362 
data systems 
the de-classified information has 
shown. In addition, Mr. Hastings 
pointed out that because of the 
government's obviously successful 
debunking campaign, at least 8 out 
of 10 people who experience a 
UFO incident never report it for 
fear of ridicule. Aircraft, balloons, 
natural phenomena and hoaxes 
aside, this adds up to a potentially 
huge number of actual sightings. 
Robert Hastings stressed that it is 
extremely important that the 
American people pressure the 
government to lift the lid of 
secTtxy off the subject of UFOs. 
Whatever they are, the public 
must be prepared to accept their 
reality b^use, he predi^ that 
sooner or later the dam is going to 
break, there will be an incident (or 
incidents) that Uncle Sam will not 
be able to keep "under wraps" and 
the public will know they are real. 
Although it cannot constitute 
proof that UFOs arc extraterres­
trial in origin, the de<lassified 
evidence revealed by Robert 
Hastings does strongly suggest 
such an origin: 1 It cannot be 
denied that the actions that the 
objects were observed to take 
indicate some kind of intelligent 
control (especially clearly evident 
in the Iranian incident). 2 They 
had a strong affinity for nudear 
weapons laboratories, test and 
launch sites, nuclear and 
conventional power plants, and 
Areas^ advanced aiicnft testing. 
3 They execute maneuvers that 
would destroy conventional 
airoaft, and travel at speeds and 
altitudes that for exceed the 
capsbfliries nf eiAcf U.S. or Soviet 
tedmology-thaefore they cannot 
have possible originated from 
either country. 
As indicated by the 1950 FBI 
document, the government may 
have in its possession, pbyska) 
evidence recovered at tlte New 
Mexico radar ate and dsewbere 
that may be pTOof thM these 
strange objects do original frmn 
CTitside our Earth. 5 Ask any Las 
Vegas oddsmaker what the odds 
are that our Earth, orbiting a star 
we call the Sun can be the only 
planet orbiting one of 10&400 
billioD stars in one of ICQ billioD or 
more ptawa in the Universe, 
ooukl be the only planet mhabitfid 
\jy an inteOigent form of life. 
Sooner or later, the human race 
win have to come to terms widi die 
possibility that it is not akme in diis 
grand Univase. Robert Hasting's 
startling revelation of evidence 
from foe hi^iest levels of the U.S. 
intdligaice community of the 
reality of UFOs and of its cover-up 
of their reality may or may not 
s^e to rouse the American public 
out (rf its apath^ stupor, but it 
may have served to greatly 
broaden the horizons of at least a 
few individuals who have 
previously occupied their minds 
with such trivial (by comparison) 
daily matters as soap operas, 
cocaine or even the controversy 
surrounding AIDS and other 
terrestrial items of concern (exc^t 
possiHe the nudear arms race 
which even the pilots -if they 
which even the pilots of the UFOs 
seem to be interested in). 
When Total Performance is the only option. 
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Upcoming 
Blood Drive 
The University's Blood Drive 
will be held on Thursday, 
February 27th, from 11KX) until 
4K)0 in the loMy of the Student 
Health Center. The purpose of the 
Blood Drive is to replenish 
supplies in the campus Blood 
Reserve Fund. This fund was 
established so that there would 
always be a supply of blood 
available for any studmt, staff or 
faculty member, and their 
depen^nts, should the need arise. 
BLOOD DONORS 
GIVE 
THE GIFT OF LIFE 
Donating blood is actually a 
very simple (HO(^. It takes at^t 
45 from start to finish; this 
includes the refreshment time 
afterwards. Do Not Fast prior to 
donating. Just a reminder It Is 
Impossible To Get AJ.D.S. 
From CootrONitfaig Blood!! All 
donors will receive a coupon good 
for one free small soft drink at the 
Snack Bar in the Spjdent Union, 
courtesy of Food Services. An 
intramural t-shiit and hat will be 
presented to two lucky donors. 
Also, the Blood Bank will be 
giving out "blood drop" pins to all 
first time donors. Anyone who 
donates three times this year will 
receive a Blood Bank t-shirt. 
What Good Is A Blood 
Donor? A blood donor is good for 
people who go through 
windshields and red lights...For 
somebody with leukemia...For 
daredevils...For little kids who 
manage to uncap a bottle of 
som^hing poisonous..J'Or new 
mothers needing transfusion...for 
victims of violence...For 
somebody being operated on...For 
people whoareba^ybumed...For 
someone having open heart 
surgery...For barefoot Idds who 
aien t carefai...For all ibe people 
who are in a lot worse shape than 
most people you know. A blood 
donor is good for life!! 
Free Dental Screening 
On March 5 
Students from Loma Linda 
University School of Dentistry 
will be on campus Wednesday, 
March 5, to screen for prospective 
patients for the Western Regional 
Dental Board and the California 
Dental Board. Each spring, as 
senior dental students finish 
academic aiKl clinical require­
ments, they must take the state or 
regional board for the state in 
which they wish to practice in. 
These bo^ds require that the 
students perform certain dental 
jxrooedures on patients at no 
charge to fhbSe" "fhe 
screening for these boards takes 
about 15 minutes and indudes a 
brief medical history, x-rays, and 
an intra-oral examinatiotL Patients 
that meet the rigid requirements of 
the Board of Dental Examiners 
will be asked to participate in 
dther the March 23-27 Western 
R^onal Dental Board, or the 
May 13-17 or July 13-17 
California Dental Board. The 
patient should expect to be at the 
dental school for one morning or 
aftemooa But the time spent 
should be worth it. Dental students 
are looking for patients who either 
need a tooth filled, their teeth 
ctahfed, or a gold crown. If the 
same work was performed in a 
dental office, fees would be $45, 
$65, and $350, respectively. 
The Health Center encourages 
all interested students, faculty, and 
staff to partidpate in this free 
saeening on Wednesday, March 
5. Dental students will be in the 
Upper Commons, Room 219, 
from 11:00 to 2:00 p.m. They will 
move to the lobby of the Stiident 
Union from 2KX) to 4:00, and then 
will be back in the Upper 
Commons, Room 219 from 4:00 
to 6:00 p.m. If you need further 
information, contact Dorinda i the 
information, contact Dorinda in 
the Student Health Center, 887-
7641, or call Charles McKelvey at 
824-0030. 
BiDOK. SALE 
ire.a<ieC 
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K A L E I 
T H E  F E A T U R E  P A G E  S P O N S O R E D  
C O P E  
B"T COMMUNICATION DEPT 
CSUSB will host 
Fulbright scholar 
Animal experiments monitored Prof, will teach communication, Spanish 
Committee sets guidelines 
Shawn Baker 
A committee to 
oversee the use di insh'turiftnai 
laboratory animals will be formed 
on campus in response to a 
recently passed government 
policy. 
The federal government passed 
a public health service policy 
the human care of laboratory 
animals, effective December 31 
1985. 
The policy requires each 
institution to appoint an 
Institutional Animal and Use 
Committee (lACUC), to oversee 
the institution's animal program, 
facilities and procedures. 
The committee will include one 
doctor of veterinary medicine, 
with training or experience in 
laboratory animal sdence and 
medicine who has direct or 
delated program responsil^ty 
for activities involving animak at 
the institution; one practicing 
scientist experienced in research 
invdving animals; one member 
whose primary concerns are in a 
nonsdentific area (for mtamfrfe, 
dhidst, lawyer, memba of the 
dergy); and one individual who is 
not affPiated with the institution in 
any way. 
The appropriate use of animaU 
is a sensitive issue with no easy 
answers, according to Dr. Richard 
Fehn, assistant professor ot 
bidogy who is leseardiing 
diabetes. 
"There are no black and white 
answers to what is the a^irofmate 
use d animals," Fe^ said, 
Kaleidoscope is published 
weekly by the Department of 
Commuiiicatioo to angmwit 
riaaamom jastroction. Inpdries 
and coaaaeats any be addresaed 
to KaMdoacope, care of the 
Department of Coaanuaication, 
Calfomia State Univeraity, San 
Bwaardiuo, 5500 University 
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CaMfomia. 92407. 
Ed Gamett, co-editor 
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design 
Elaine Patrick, pbotogra|diy 
John Kaufman, advisor 
"draning from a board of various 
professionab will give the issue a 
broader view." 
The committee will insure that 
procedures with animals will 
avoid or minimize discomfort, 
distress, and pain to the animak 
The committee will also require 
experiments done with animak to 
be the only alternative. All 
experiments including animak 
will have to pass the boaids 
"Animals mint be used for 
research, for the advancement of 
humankind," Fehn said. "Cells 
interact with each other, you can't 
isolate one cell and understand 
how the body functions, you have 
to look at the whole l^y and 
study the way the cells interact 
with each other." 
The science program at CSUSB 
had already adopted fairly strict 
rules r^arding the animals they 
"There are no black and white 
answers to what is the appropriate use 
of animals," --Dr. Richard Fehn^ mi..j^ ' 
approval and standards set by the 
federal government. 
Dr. Fehn would like to use an 
alternative to animals in 
experiments, but until scientists 
can find a suitable one, he is forced 
to use animals to aid in 
experimenting cuies for diseases, 
and to further understand the 
human body. 
lue in their research expmments. 
Each student is required to fill out 
a form stating what they are going 
to do, and they have to explain in 
detail what other method they 
tried bdbre resorting to use of an 
animal 
The students who are involved 
in the experiments are upper 
division Wology majors, and 
students doing graduate wmrk. 
by Shawn Baker 
Cal State San Bernardino has 
been selected as a host university 
for a Fulbright Sch(^ in 
Residence during the 1986-1987 
school year. 
The visiting professor will be 
given teaching assignments in 
communication and Spanish, 
b^nnmg Fall Quarter 1986. 
The Fulbright Scholarship 
program is designed to create 
greater awareness of international 
interests and provide enrichment 
to academic programs. 
'The residency will provide an 
opportunity for students, faculty, 
and the general community to 
' have both a close working, social, 
and intellectual contact with a 
foreign scholar," said Dr. Fred 
Jandt, diairman of the department 
ot communication. 
Jandt said a formal invitaticxi 
has been made to Professor 
Tatiana Galvan Haro from the 
National University of Mexico. 
Prttfessor Galvan visited the Cal 
State campus in May of 1985, and 
bad the (^>portunity to meet with 
the dep^mental faculty and 
univ^ty administrators. 
Prt^essor Galvan will bc^ her 
instruction fall of 1986 and will 
continue through Spring 1987. 
During Professor Galvan's first 
term on campus she win teach 
Communication 471, Compara­
tive Communication Systems. 
This course wiU draw upon her 
personal experience and expertise 
with communication systems in 
Latin America. 
In the Winter and Spring 
quarters, Professor Galvan will 
continue teaching classes relating 
to communications and the 
Hispanic media, including both 
print and electronic media. 
Professor Galvan will also 
participate in or conduct at least 
cme public seminar each quarter. 
University and community coU^ 
faculty, high sdiool teadiers, 
students and the general public 
will be invited to attend. The three 
seminars will deal with the media 
in Mexico, education for Hispanic 
media, a^ youth in Hispanic 
media. 
Prctfessor Galvan is curraitly 
working toward a doctorate in 
Pditkal Sdence. Her other 
degrees include a bachelor's in 
journalism from the National 
Univ^ty of Mexico and a 
mastn's in mass communicaticm 
and social change from Stanford 
Univosity. 
Opinion: transcript evaluation perplexing 
It is amazing that a schod the 
size of CSUSB can have so many 
problems evaluating transfer 
students transcripts. At many, if 
not most, other colleges this 
process will take no longer than a 
month or two. But why is it that at 
Cal State San Bernardino it can 
take as long as seven months to 
evaluate and imrcess a transcript? 
This was the loigth of time it todc 
to receive mine. 
Yet, from talking with other 
studoits, I found that my ahiation 
was the rule, not the exception. In 
September, I attended the 
orientation program the school 
recommends for its incoming 
students. At one point in this class 
the students were asked how many 
had received their evaluations. 
Out of at least 100 students (whidi 
said they were transferring), caily a 
very ss^ handful had received 
them. Then, to the great 
displeasure of the dass, we were 
tdd not to expect them for another 
four to six wedrs. For myself this 
was approximately two months 
after 1 had first been told to expect 
it within two wedcs. Little dkl I 
know thiU September that 1 would 
still have four months to wait—not 
four weeks. 
So those who bad not received 
their transcripts Sqitonber had 
to, in effect, roister Mindly tot 
daiwes As a result, one could 
safety assume that many took 
classes they did not need. How 
wem we to know, with any 
certainty, whidK^mirdasseshad 
been accqited and whidi were still 
required of u^ My many i^KMie 
ca^ to the school failed to obtain 
an answer to (his question. The 
req>oose often, if not always, was 
"we're just swamped with 
transfers." 
But is diis an acceptaMe excuse 
fm* putting students in this 
position? One wcmders how 
cMleges many times the size 
CSUSB can survive the onslaught 
of transfer Audents every quarto' 
or semester. 
Thm, in November, another 
problem arose. I was told that in 
order to receive priority for 
r^istraticMi, I needed to file a ^ ad 
check. My evaluation had still not 
arrived, and without it 1 had no 
way of knowing 1 was eligible. But 
yet, the univerrity expected me to 
file one. This was a no-win 
situation for me, and probably 
other students as wdl. How can 
the university expect its students to 
take the necessary steps toward 
paduation without giving diem 
the infmnaticMi that is necessary to 
do so? 
Finally, seven mtmths afto 
having been accepted I received 
my evaluation. This was just in 
time ftn" the winter quarter; my 
second quarter at CSUSB. On the 
bottom of the evaluation 1 noticed 
something interesting. It was a 
note stating that all inquiries 
concerning the evaluation must be 
made within the students first 
quarter of attendance. I hc^ for 
ill concerned they don't take 
themselves seriously on this. 
So, if you are ciurendy waiting 
for your evaluation, I suggest you 
questirm the sdiool about the 
cause of any delay you may be 
experiencing. Throu^ this, maybe 
the administrati(Mi will come to 
understand the pcsititMi (rf the 
students, and take steps to remedy 
the proMem. This situation needs 
to be corrected soon, so that this 
university can continue toward 
what appears to be a bri^t future. 
Thomas Thompson, 
Aha Loma 
Editor's note: The above 
commentary is pubHsbed to 
provide a greater forum for 
observation and comment 
among members  of  the  
university community. It does 
not carry editorial endorsement 
of the Kaleidoscope staff. 
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for Goifi nke 
PLEASE LEAVE US ALONE 
Dear Editor 
I have been to many concerts in 
my time, and I consider mysdf 
open to many types 
music out diere in the world. I my 
not always prefer one type, but I 
try to give them an equal chance 
r^ardless. I have been to a wide 
variety concerts hiHudifH 
INXS, Irtm Maiden, Quartoflash, 
Ztbn, Ratt, Midnight Oil, 
Channel Thr^ Sammy Hagar, 
Bon Jovi, and many othm To g^ 
to the point, at every concert I 
have ever ben to, there have been 
various rdigious groups there 
tdling me I will go to (Their) Hdl 
if I attend these concerts. They 
sometimes carry bloodied crosses 
and always pass out their biased 
litoature. I don't go to their 
concerts and try to diange their 
way of thought to my way. So why 
should they come and try to 
indoctrinate me into theirs? I 
attended a concert that had 
religkais groups standing 
the street with Mega* 
out prayers, that 
we poor souls might not be lost 
inside. I find that a bit extremist 
They attend these concerts and 
pass out stickers looking for 
donations. I can just them 
saying "Well, If We Can't Save A 
Soul, We M^t As WeO Turn A 
Quick Budc. Bogus Needs A New 
Trans Am." What I have never 
understood is why would someone 
spend money on a concert ticket 
and then go to the show only to be 
told they were going to go to hdl, 
thai leave because someones 
religion threat People do not go to 
ccMicerts to drive back home ten 
minutes after they get there. Just 
think of what the <^>posite might 
be, if some extremist fens on the 
odier ride of the qiectrum went to 
one of their concerts (Their 
Concerts Being Any Music That 
These Various Rdi^ous Groups 
Attend), and pass out literature, 
think what would happen. Why 
do they bother us, I Re^ Don't 
Know. 
Kal Pharoh/Mkhael Gum 
It's Only a Matter 
of Time 
Editor 
The seemingly unfathomable 
oqiadty for cruelty that monbeis 
the human race exhflrit towards 
othos of its own Idnd is mind* 
bogging. On every scale from the 
individual to the international, 
cruel behavior is a way of life. 
However, we have mtered an 
era where cruelty should not and 
can no longer be accepted. The 
streets o( our cities have become 
the proving grounds for weaptms 
(tf eva increasing dfalinow and 
destructiveness. The media air 
waves have become cluttoed with 
violence and cold*bloodedneas at 
an exponential rate. And at the 
international level, the stodqdec^ 
nudear wcapcms capable of 
* 
erasing all life the five of this 
planet several times over. 
And at the intanatkmal levci, 
the superpowers have a 
stock|^ of nuclear weqxms 
capaNe of erasing all life t^the fac 
c^>aNe of erasing all life the 
fisM oi this i^anet sevoal Hnw 
OVCT. 
If the human race does not 
begin soon to abandon its pre-
occupfUkm with cruelty and 
violence on every scale from the 
individual to the international then 
the only future it has to look 
forward to is a nudear ball fire. 
It's only a matter of time... 
Sincerely, 
Chris ElUs 
The Chronicle 
needs an Editor-in-
ttf*" 
.Cr THE CHRONICLE HAS POSITIONS FOR 87 school year. 
PASTE UP ARTISTS. FLEXIBLE HOURSJ4.05/iir. 
PROOFREADING EXPERIENCE HELPFUL. 
apply in pergon at the chronicle office in the union. 
A 01H11R©1N1D(DLE 
STAFF WIBDTER A[N1D 
t.§@ FE^ PF81MTED 
Help bring 
the world 
together. 
Host an 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE EDITOR 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
TYPESETTER 
LAYOL'T ARTIST 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
BRADLEY A.  PIVAR 
ELROND LAWRENCE 
EILEEN CRAMER 
SHARON STALCUP 
EILEEN CALLAGHAN 
FENRIS WOLF 
the Cal Stale Chronicle Is pi^Ushed under the control Of the CSUSB Media Commission, It 
is published on a weekly oasis lor a total of 28 Issues less quarter breaks and final exar. 
periods. ^ 
AtKeitWng requests should be addressed or directed to the Advertising Manager at the 
address and number above. Advertising Policy-The Cal State Chronicle accepts 
advertising In good faith, but makes rto warranty, and does not check any goods or services 
advertised for wafidlty. 
The Cal State ChtMddt Is furtded by an annual allocation from Associated Students to cover 
the costs of pilntit^ and et^enses. It Is dlstrbuted free to studena and the communHy. The 
remalrtder of the fundng Is generated by The Cal StiMe CJwookle itself. 
5500 UNIVERSITY PKWY SAN 
BERNARDINO CALIFORNIA 92407 
887-7497 
student. 
# 
International Youth 
Exchange, a Presidential 
Initiative for peace, brings 
teenagers from other coun­
tries to live for a time with 
American families and at­
tend American schools. 
Learn about participating 
as a volunteer host family. 
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE 
Pueblo, Colorado 81(X)9 
^The International \buth Exchange. 
* The 1987 
Yearbook requires 
a yearbook 
coordinator to 
begin preproduc-
tion organization 
now. 
*  T h e  M e d i a  
Commission needs 
a student r^. 
For applications and 
details, come to the 
A.S. office in the 
student union. 
